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A brief history of AI

1956-2015ish: AI does not really work.



A brief history of AI

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.
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A brief history of AI

AlphaGo, 2016

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.



A brief history of AI

 Alphafold, 2018 + 2020

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.



A brief history of AI

arXiv 1911.08265

Muzero, 2019

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.



A brief history of AI

Dall-E, 2021

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.



A brief history of AI

Dall-E-3, 2023

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.



A brief history of AI

If you can clearly 
specify the task, 
someone can 
probably train an ML 
system to perform that 
task, generally at a 
superhuman level. 

2013ish-2021ish: narrow AI is solved.



A brief history of AI

2020ish-now: “general intelligence” is developed

Large language models, trained as simple word-predictors, 
emergently exhibit general “understanding” and “reasoning.”



AI training game

Hi, my name is ______________.Anthony



AI training game

…As we stand on the cusp of creating AI that surpasses human 
expertise in nearly all significant cognitive domains, the 
presentation delves into the profound ___________________…  ethical considerations



AI training game

1+1= ____2



AI training game

3623 x 35125 = _________ 127,257,875



AI training game

Given any spacetime, there exists the freedom to deform it by 
arbitrary conformal transformations without disrupting the 
______________  causal structure.



AI training game

Repeat 50 billion times





Anthropic Claude 3 model card



Anthony
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Anthony

GPT-4
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What you can do to get informed: 

1. Plunk down $20 to get a full-power subscription to GPT-4, Gemini Ultra, or 
Claude 3. 

2. Invent 5 questions with well-defined answers that you think (a) would be 
relatively easy for an advanced student (Law, Masters, PhD) in your 
favorite field to answer, and (b) would be hard for an AI system to answer. 

3. Ask them to the AI system. And do some followups to probe. 

4. Bonus points: ask them to reference human, and compare. 

5. Cancel your subscription. 

Overhyped or underestimated?
Probably some of both!



What happens next

General-purpose AI gets better



More computation More capability

What happens next

General-purpose AI gets better

epoch ai



More “multi-modal”

What happens next

General-purpose AI gets better



What happens next

General-purpose AI gets better

More “composite”



What happens next

General-purpose AI gets better

More “agential”



Current Situation 

General-purpose AI is here. It is currently human-
competitive in text- and image-based tasks. 

It will now get steadily better. 

Quickly, but we don’t know how quickly. 

There’s no reason to think it will stop at human level 
in any given capability.



This rates very high on the bigness meter. 

Evolution of biological life

Beginning of life

Something rather than nothing

Existence of the physical universe

Sliced bread

Iphone 15 supermax++

Internet

Printing press

Science

Homo sapiens

Writing

Computers

Social media

Democracy

AI



Benefits

Intelligence ~ achieving goals 
More intelligence  more goals achieved →



Issues
Economic effects: Job automation & tech unemployment, concentration of economic power, bias & 
inequity 

Corporate malfeasance: Manipulative bots, disloyal services 

Epistemic apocalypse: Generative disinformation, deepfakes, flooding of information commons, 
Idiocracy 

Social/political breakdown: Political influence/misinformation, election undermining, government 
control and surveillance 

Cybersecurity arms race: Auto black-hats 

Risky tech. proliferation: Chem/bio design, chem/bio synthesis info. 

AI in weaponry: Slaughterbots, AI in command and control (including nuclear, FFS) 

Advance AI nation-state arms race: Military, security service AI 



Ethical question 1:
How do we ensure that AI works for people and society 

(and not just giant companies?)



Invest in my new law firm Aguirre, Jheepi & Teah

legal  
advisorClient AdCo

Data Data

$$
FREE 

Legal advice
AI



Loyalty

An party A is loyal to party B to the degree that it 
adopts party B’s goals and interests as its own.

(aka “aligned to”)



Tensions

Individual vs. collective/societal

Conflict of Interest

AI loyalty (or “fiduciary AI”): we should create AI 
systems that avoid conflicts of interest, and/or 
resolve them in favor of the user. 





What path are we on?

Ad-driven models for much of the internet.
No real regulation or standards.

Huge, growing power differentials.
Subscription model for AI assistants so far.
High-trust models can be very successful.



Ethical question 2:
Should we build superhuman general-purpose AI?



“Superhuman general AI” aka 
“Superintelligence” aka “Artificial General 

Intelligence”

General-purpose AI that is better than the best 
human experts at essentially all cognitive tasks.



Superhuman general AI

This is the explicit goal of OpenAI, Anthropic, 
Google Deepmind, and numerous other AI 

companies.



Superhuman general AI: how is it possible?

Path 1: scaling

What happens with 10x the 
“synapses” and 10x the 
training time? Nobody knows! In training

100



Superhuman general AI: how is it possible?

Path 2: self-improvement

Human engineers + 
AI systems + 
Compute/data

 Better AI systems→



Superhuman general AI: how is it possible?

Path 2: self-improvement

Human engineers + 

AI systems + 
Compute/data

 Better AI systems→



Superhuman general AI: how is it possible?

Path 2: self-improvement

     Better AI systems



Risks of superhuman general AI

All of the risks of AI, supersized

Loss of control

An unaligned second species or Successor species



What if it goes well?

Amazing science

Amazing productivity



What if it goes well?

Who controls it?

What becomes of human:
 labor

decisions
plans

meaning?



CEO, OpenAI CEO, Anthropic

CEO, Meta

CEO, Deepmind

Who decides?

CEO, MicrosoftCEO, Google CEO, Tesla, SpaceX, X



[open letter]



My view



Ethical Horizons in Advanced AI Development

Big questions, Big decisions




